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eJay Animation Studio is a visual music sequencer and VJ-Box. It´s similair to Ableton Live. Create a track of any amount of different sounds and layers. Edit video with yourself and add 3D renderings of you and your track. Apply your own visual effects. When you are ready, add you music
video to the track and to YouTube. Share your creations with the biggest social networks! Some experienced users may have used audio analyzers such as Rec-Forms, HousePAC or other software that allows the identification of MIDI files (.mid), and will know what we mean when we say that
eJay House 6 reloaded is a MIDI sequencer. The function of the software is to analyze and translate various formats of MIDI files into WAV to MIDI, and vice versa. The fact that this script is simply MIDI sequencer, doesn't prevent users from creating loops or single songs. Overall, eJay House 6

Reloaded ensures that your work comes across professionally in studio quality. With the eJay Loader, you can do more than that, and this means that it can be seamlessly integrated into your workflow to help you save time and be more productive. For example, you can load tracks or loops by
simply dragging them in, or simply by adding them to a playlist. The interface is super-simple, so it won't take you much time to learn what you have to do to save and create loops or tracks. But, you have to know that the number of tracks you can create, the amount of metadata you can add,

and the amount of licenses you can keep are all limited. There is also no direct way to sync your work with eJay House 6 Reloaded.
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eJay Flex offers all the modern sound generating tech, the most diverse instruments and effects, and high-end automation for recording and production. At the same time it offers the flexibility to create new sound. Ask any one of eJay techies about its core ingredient the new next-generation
dynamic sound engine. eJay Technologies promises to deliver its best result yet. eJay VFX offers some of the most advanced visual effects of any visual music studio. Manipulate over 2,000 layers and shapes, change their color, apply and animate a variety of visual effects and create your own
pixel manipulator in no time. Add unlimited 3D and video elements of different types, animate and morph all over the place and share your work over social networks and impress your friends. All this plus the best price in town! eJay multi-effects offers all the popular effects without restricting
your creative horizons. In eJay multieffects all the most popular effects and instruments are available right from the start. With eJay multieffects you can take full advantage of the rich sound material with innovative sound generating tools that allow to work with dynamics, to alter pulse, and to
capture. With eJay multieffects you are working with the most powerful and versatile virtual studio ever. All the tools are in one place! eJay FX offers you the absolute most advanced graphical effect management tool. Over 2,000 visual effects that you can change color, shape, and visibility are

located in one place. You can animate over 2,000 pictures. Ejay FX offers the most advanced graphical effect management tool ever. In eJay FX you can change the color, shape, and visibility of almost any visual effect in no time. You can animate over 2,000 pictures. 5ec8ef588b
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